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RI Makes Successful Comeback,
Appears to Have Bright Future
by Carrol Camden, Jr.
Last year's RI was not a resounding success. Not because it was too
highbrow, but more probably because there wasn't enough "Riceilania"
to interest the majority of the students. This year the staff has produced
a magazine which successfully combines humor and school interest with
more serious, thought-provoking articles.
—
Among those on the serious side
is an article by Dr. Fulton (generally conceded to be the "nicest" man
on the campus.) an egotism, which is
a p t to give you a slightly deflated
feeling if you take it to heart. Louis
Stevenson J r . does a good job on
The Abstract Nature of Reality. Unbulge your eyes, mac, its not that
A group of Rice Institute co-eds
deep honest.
and ex-Rice co-eds will take an imWe have two reports from
portant p a r t in the forthcoming
fashion extravaganza, "Diane's Di- abroad, one a discussion of the
a r y , " which will be presented at City '48 Olympics by Emmett Brunson
Auditorium the night of Oct. 20^ which refutes a lot of the gloomy
The two-hour glamorous production newspaper stories concerning the
is being sponsored and produced by lack of sportsmanship, friendlithe Women's Association of Trinity ness, etc. The other report by June
Davis is a light dissertation on
Episcopal Church.
Italian Hfe as viewed by Rice
The Rice co-eds will be models in womanhood.
the show which features in dramatic
Malcolm Herndon writes an insequence, the life- of an American
tei*esting short story entitled The
girl, f r o m the cradle, school age, colWalls around Paco which concludes
lege, her debut, marriage and as a
as Paco effectively removes the most
finale her playing baby sitter on
obstructive wall.
Christmas Eve to her grandchildren.
In keeping with the new policy of
More t h a n 80 models will appear including stories about Rice and
iji clothes provided through the Rice personalities, there are several
courtesy of Battlestein's and Terry's short pieces on Rice grads and a
Juvenile Shop, 2520 Rice Boulevard. long article by Hal Davis J r . on the
The production will be high-light- achievements of Rice architectural
ed by two singing stars, Edwin Lear, graduates. (The architects evidentnationally famous concert tenor, and ly have some practical uses.)
Nancy Swinford Blackburn, HousWit, humor, and faux pas are
ton's favorite soprano.
found in "En Garde." If you hear
Madels f r o m Rice who will appear any snappy comebacks in class,
in the extravaganza include Mary write 'em up and take them around
M a r g a r e t Wilson, Emily Butler, Bet- to the RI office, they'll appreciate
ty Blount Seale, Tempe Howze, it. A f t e r all, its your magazine.
Nancy White and Marjorie Ann BinIn my opinion, this issue was very
liff.
successful and considerably more
Rice students will also serve as interesting than last year's RI.
ushers.
The new RI appears to have a
bright f u t u r e .
0
—

Co-eds to Participate
In Fashion Review
At Auditorium

Just Talking
. . . Owl-Longhorn Dance
The Elks' Hall, Crafword at Walker, will witness the Student Association's Owl-Longhorn dance f r o m
nine |ill one to celebrate the victory.
Open to all Rice-ites ana University
students, the a f f a i r will be highlighted by Karl Doerner and his orchestra.
The dance admission for the inf o r m a l a f f a i r is two dollars, couple
or stag.

. . . Beauty, Favorite Pictures
Today is the very last day to
make appointments for beauty and
favorite pictures f o r the 1949 Campanile. Every girl in school is eligible, so make haste to sign up and
pay your $6.00, either a t the table
in Sallyport, or. to Betty Blounfc
Seale.

. . . Jax Defeats Williams
In a close race Monday Jerry J a x
defeated Pete Williams by a vote
of 67 to 58. Three no votes were
castf. The Seniors cast 128 votes in
the election.
This was the only run-off election
to be held.
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Houston Has a String Quartet Now;
Six Concerts Scheduled This Fall
by Dan Bloxsom
The story goes in music circles of
a newly rich lady who engaged a
string quartet to play a t her f i r s t
evening party. Expecting a one man
show, she was overcome when four
artists presented themselves. At this
same party an equally informed lady
approached the f i r s t violinist a f t e r
a performance gushing, "Oh, t h a t
was SO lovely! Does your quartet
also play the Tchaikowsky 5th Symphony ?"
Also'at that same evening a timid
young man approached the second
violinist and asked, "Please, Sir, may
I examine your instrument? I've
always wanted to know what a second violin looks like, and in \vhat
respect it differs from a f i r s t . "
You don't have to have a Ph. D. in
music in order to enoy chamber music. Chamber music in small surroundings approaches the nom plus
ultra in music. It is among the most
difficult music to play in the history
of music, second only to the piano
concertos of Mozart. A combination
of skillful writing and tactful perfoi-mance is required to give even an
approximate balance of sound. As
the quartet consists of f o u r selo
instruments, who have to play accofrtpaniment most of the time, while
still being able to solo, the variety
of tone is more varied and complex
than any other form of music because of the clean, clear, intimate
quality of the music where no concealment of imperfection is possible.

Balance is t h e essence of the
string quartet. S o u n d s must be
weighed against sounds so that the
music is a rounded whole, achieving
the effects that only chamber music
can. The friotives and themes are
thrown from f i r s t violin to second
violin to 'cello to viola in a manner
that does not make for good clear
balance unless the members listen
to one another. Here is where the
great solo instrument usually fails;
he knows his music, but he will NOT
conform to the dynamics of i h e lead
The big bonfire will be held Thurs- in a particular passage.
day night, instead of Friday night,
Only the greatest composers have
as had been originally scheduled. The ever written string quartets. The
date has been changed to enable greatest of all of these is Beethoven.
students to attend the benefit game His early works have all of the
between the Texas Shorthorns and peculiar, homelike charm of the
Rice's Blubeolts on Friday night.
quai'tet, while his last ones are
Members of the Rally' Club have among the greatest musical expresbeen directing the construction of sions ever penned, they require althe bonfire since Monday. Teddy most men of equal caliber to play
Montz has announced an imposing them.
last of speakers for the night. The
Houston has made another step
cheerleaders and the band will be on in the process of becoming an oasis
hand to lead the pep rally.
in "The West Land." We now are
One of the speakers will be Jess the proud possessor of a STRING
Neely, head coach of the football QUARTET. A non-profit organizateam. He will explain the importance tion, the Muic Guild has been orof student support of the football ganized to sponsor a string quartet
team.
and six concerts have been planned.
The escond speaker will be t h a t Repertoir for this season will include
ex-Rice great, Eddie Dyer, who is quartets by Haydn, Mozart, Beethnow manager of the St. Louis Card- oven, Brahms, Mendelssohn, Borodin,
Glazunov, Debussy, Schumann, and
inals.
The last speaker will be Tony. other works. The place is Carter's
Music Hall. Dates being October 25,
Who else could it be?
Teddy Montzz, on behalf of the November 22; December 20; FebruRally Club and all those students, ary 7; March 9; April 18. This does
mostly freshmen, who have been not conflict to this column's knowlworking on the bonfire very hard, edge with any other cultural musical
asks that all students show their event in Houston. The price for these
six concerts is fabulously lo^r, ogly
support by coming to the bonfire.

Neely, Tony, Dyer
Speak at Bonfire

three dollars for a student subscription.
The Carter Music Hall will only
seat 250 people, it is ideal for this
type of music in concert. Mr. Franklin Washburn is f i r s t violonist and
Executive Secretary of this under-

taking.

All requests for

Proceeds to Help
Crippled Children
Of Harris County
"Strong legs will run so weak
legs may walk."
Such is the slogan for the
i 1948 Rice-Texas freshman fra-

tickets | c a s * Sponsored by the Houston

should be addressed to him at 1842 j Chamber of Commerce Committee,
Richmond. His telephone number is all receipts from the game will eo
J-2-1170
•
into a fund to provide treatment for
With their motto "A community's p o ] i o v i c t i m s o f H a n i . g C q u
cultural advantages may actually bei r> ,
• ,
,
, 7.
,
Perhaps no better tilt could be
sized up by looking at their com-1
pleteness and inquiring as to whe- ° o s e n ^ o r s u c ^ a n occasion, as the
ther they are truly a part of the, Bluebolts and the Shorthorns are
community and its life, or are mere-, currently ranked as the top frosh
ly an importation" this group, late ( elevens in the Southwest.
of E f r e m Kurtz's symphony, prom- j
Boasting of the greatest gaises much.
laxy of prep-school stars in the
Their f i r s t concert on October 25
University's history, the Shortconsists of a charming Beethoven
horns
look like easy winners. The
early quartet, op. 18 o. 1, and a
almost
legendary Byron Townsend
quartet f r o m the 83 of the Father
along
with
Sam Houston's Bill
of quartet music " P a p p a " Haydn.
opus 77 No. 1. A great many people Wilson. two lads to receive High
have claimed to be bored to tears School A11-A merican honors last
by these great works. This happens • fall have both enrolled at the
when they have not been exposed to j
Austin school.
it is the right balance in the right 1
In addition, Paul Williaims, Lufsurroundings. Once these people are
properly introduced to chamber mu~ j kin's backfield powerhouse, Reed
sic this column will wager its extra Qui"", Austin's printing immortal,
ducat to the Rice-Texas game that a n ( i W o , n Menasco Longview's great
these people will find in the string defensive center, are other Allquartet the world's most perfect and S t a t e r s 011 t h e roster. Averaging
pleasing music.
| o v e r 200 pounds, the Shorthorns
T ,,
,
j. 0 .
, „
,. look almost invincible.
In the words of Sigmund Spaeth
"In listening to chamber music, keep j However, victory doesn t come
in mind the following principles: e a s i I y i n a n y R i c e " T e x a s contest.
u c h 13 t h e o p i n , o n o f C o a c h C h a r
There should be as much independ- Slie
"
Moore, Bluebolt mentor. After
ence as possible among the instru-! captaining the '37 Rice varsity to
ments concerned, with a natural po- a Cotton Bowl championship, Mr.
lyphony arising from their related
Moore should know well the subp a r t s ; the form would be clear in
ject of which he speaks. Other than
its general outlines, but with suffithe f a c t that the game will be a
cient elaboration of detail to avoid "grudge bowl," the Rice freshmen
monotony; the melodic invention will be tough; they also possess an
should be definitely appealing, with unblemished record.
enough character and individuality
Paced by Bill Burkhalter. Mike
to make up for lack of volume or
Michon, and Red Howton, the bolts
versatile instrumental coloring. The
have topped Del Mar College and
greatest chamber music consistently
the S. M. U. Colts.
lives up to these simple standards
Houston grid fans await with inof excellence."
terest an offensive duel between
0
Burkhalter and Townsend. Already
lauded as one of the finest p'rospects to enroll at the Institute,
Burkhalter is intent on over-shadowing Townsend, voted the outstanding Texas High School football playThe Faculty Public Lectures Com- er last fall. Considering the primary
mittee released the list of Sunday reason for which the game is being
afternoon Public Lectures Monday. played, a capacity crowd is expected
to be on hand to witness bounding
These lectures will take place dur- Bill's efforts.
ing October and November. The'
/
O
complete list follows:
Oct. 24 Mr. Morehead: New Materials and Methods of Construction.
Oct. 31 Mr. McEhany: The EngiProfessor C. R. Soderberg, Profesneer's Responsibilities in Modern
sor of Mechanical Engineering, at
Society.
Massachusetts Institute of TechnolNov. 7 Mr. Calkin: Modern Elec- ogy, will speak at an open meeting
tronic Computing Devices.
of the Engineering Society ThursNov. 14 Mr. Sischmeyer: Pulses day at four-thirty. The meeting will
and Echoes—Some Aspects of the be held in the Physics Amphitheatre.
Radar Problem.
Everyone is invited to attend.
Professor Soderberg is well known
Nov. 21 Mr. Woodburn: Applications of Ultrasonics to Engineering. for his work in the field of civic as
All students are cordially invited well as Mechanical Engineering. His
to attend these lectures by members topic for Thursday will be "Gas
Turbines and Jet Propulsion."
of the Rice Faculty.
r\
fct
(j>

Sunday Afternoon
Lectures Announced

MIT Professor
Tc Speak Tomorrow

Two
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healthy rivalry
and friendliness
At A & M last Friday 23 students representing
six schools in the Southwest Conference met to
draw up in more finished for the Sportsmanship
Code. The movement was started late last year,
and has gained impetus until it has become very
important among some of the Conference schools.
Unfortunately Rice has not yet felt the enthusiasm
shared by these schools.
While the code itself is still f a r f r o m , perfect,
it is in a much more concrete form than last year.
And even though some of the clauses are not universally applicable, the consequences cannot be ignored.
The code is not a hard and fast set of rules
which will be enforced by disciplinary action against
a school. Instead it sets a goal for all conference
schools, and indeed all schools, to work toward.
It establishes a standard by which each student
knows his school is being udged, and it is something
to live with every day, not ust to be worn to Saturday football games.
A cup will be awarded each year to the school
receiving the most number of votes. But the cup
is not the final dividend. An honest friendliness
and open welcome as well as a healthy rivalry should
be the aim of every student.
0—

sacred tradition?
One of Rice's supposed "sacred traditions,"
designed no doubt to build what passes for "school
spirit" in some circles, is the rather quaint custom
that follows the loss of a football game by a Rice
loam.
All freshmen within either the grasp of tradition
or the few sadistic upperclassmen are invited to
"hold up the wall" for the appropriate number of
minutes, or to receive the correct number of "licks."
The magic number is the number of points by which
Rice lost the lamented game.
There's nothing in this to get excited about,
nobody gets hurt much, yet. Some freshmen profess
to enjoy this peculiar manifestation of "school spirit," and indeed a great many sophomores of a
warped sort get a kick out of it. But these are
probably the sort that like to bite ears on dates,
or "enjoy nature''- by pulling the wings off butterflies.
This thing is not an official tradition. That
illustrious builder of freshmen character, the Freshman Guidance Committee, does not condone it.
This "tradition" is strictly extra-legal.
Some school traditions are a good thing. This
one doesn't appear to be worth keeping. Are there
:iny students who wish to defend this practice?
_——o
,

today at noon
The possibilities of World Government will be
di.-cussed today at noon in A. H. 105 when the
\\ ednesday Noon Club holds its second meeting.
As usual, all Rice students who would like to join
in the discussion are cordially invited.
Literature will be on hand to explain t h e purpuses of the United World Federalists, a group
pledged to work for World Government. The author
of the article on World Government on this page
will be present, along with other strong advocates
of World Federalism. It is also certain that there
will be some doubting Thomases present. The rules for the Wednesday Noon Club's meetings are simple; anybody may come, anybody may
join in the discussions. The discussions take the
form of "bull sessions," and the meetings are automatically adjourned at 12:30.
0
—
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more on Rice women ...
Americans Inflict Slavery
On Themselves, Says Writer Omicron is simple-minded,
by Ernie Mass
Today, as freedom loving people everywhere turn to this, our country,
for physical and no less moral support and encouragement in their fight
against totalitarian oppressors of communist, fascist and nationalsocialist belief, it is our duty, yes our inescapeable obligation to examine
this, to use so elusive concept, which to others has become a matter of
life and death.
—What then is freedom? The De- hesitatingly in their pursuit of powclaration of Independence spfeaks er, we 'sacrifice ourselves in the
of certain inalienable rights to "Life, fruitless struggle for material gain.
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happi- We as a nation have not yet learned
ness," these ideas being further ex- a proper understanding of values.
plained and formulated in the first Still in our youth, we reach like all
ten amendments to our constitution, children are prone to do, for quantipopularly c a l l e d " T h e Bill of ty rather than quality, and evaluate
Rights." On the basis of these two all in that light. A man is too often
documents we can interpret free- judged by what he has, rather than
dom as the undeniable right of the by what he is or stands for, a naindividual to make himself heard tion is appraised by its physical
at all times, to follow his own con- plant rather than its moral and culscience, to practice his beliefs and tural stamina. Time has not taught
to consider the other's intregrity as us yet as science has, that all mathe asserts his own. These precepts ter is fleeting, t h a t permanence
precisely form the fountainhead of is found alone in the spiritual works
our democratic institutions, now of man, in the f r u i t of his mind's
called upon to be the one factor of labor. We still prefer to trust our
permanence of a world influx.
worldly possessions, we are too
But when we apply these prin- wealthy to be afraid.
ciples to our own lives, we find,
History is replete with examples
upon deeper contemplation a most of nations who too put their trust
perplexing paradox. We, the Ameri- in material - resources only to find
can people, who ostentatiously are them weak allies in time of need,
the "Freest" in the world, are ac- while others, poor in wealth but
tually the most restrained. Our laws, rich in cultural Heritage have surto be sure, abound with provisions vived good times and bad to be
guaranteeing every conceivable lib- honored today as -^ruly great peoerty, yet our shackles are the more ple.
viscious because they are self-imLet us be free then, not only
posed. What no government in the politically, but freer than that, inworld could decree by statute nor dependent off vanity and worldly
enforce by means of arms, we in- greed. Let us be free to appreciate
flect upon ourselves by a deplorable both happiness and sorrow to the
misunderstanding of life itself and fullest, to understand each as a
our purpose within it.
necessary complement of the other.
Not unlike the totalitarian na- Let us be free from others, but let
tions, which offer human life un- us be free from ourselves as well.

World Government or World War;
A Great Choice Faces Us Today
by Louis A. Stevenson
We have a choice now of whether we are to have world government
government is implicit in the fact that weapons now exist with which a
forced upon us by a devastating and bloody war which will kill sixty
million people or more, or a peaceful world government which would require much less effort and much less sacrifice. That wre will have world
world government could be estabessentials that are necessary to prelished.
vent a world catastrophe. The need
Because international anarchy can for these, essentials vastly overshanow crush civilization, if civiliza- dows all the difficulties involvedtion is to live, international anarchy
Looking further into the possibmust be outlawed; and the only pos- ilities, it might be said that all
sible way to outlaw international those things that concern all men
anarchy is through world govern- alike or all Rations alike should be
ment. For this purpose the only regulated (if necessary) by one compower that it must have is the power mon government. And if world govnecessary to prevent war. The only ernment is to be democratic and
sovereignty that national govern- representative of the people of the
ment must surrender is international world then it will be interested in
sovereignty.
such things. But these are things
.. A world government must outlaw that would proceed out of such a
war by making it a crime to plot in- government. These things—a world
ternational war, and must punish bill of rights, security, food, cloththose people who plot war as in- ing, shelter, free trade for all—have
dividual criminals just as murderers always needed altruistic consideraare punished by the federal govern- tion; but only after a world government. Just as the federal govern- ment is made so necessary that it
ment does not make war on a state is finally established (out of f e a r )
containing lawbreakers, so the world «can they be considered as part of
r
need not make war on a nation con- world government.
taining international lawbreakers,
A majority of the people of the
especially since wr would elevjte US are for world government: 56%
the lawbr§ah(ers to the rank of according to a Gallup poll some time
heroes.
ago, and 90.2% according to official
I*
returns on a referendum November
The world government must have 5, 1946, in 4a cross-section of 225
an army large enough to cope with cities and towns across the country.
the greatest possible force with It is time our government put its
which it could meet; but if and when weight behind it. Perhaps a national
the whole worl dwere part of the referendum is called for to impress
world government and the world our statement.
government were equipped with a
A limited world government would
sufficiently efficient police force, oni serve the purpose for the time if
ly a token army would be necessary. necessary by amassing such an overAnd international police would'J-en- whelming amount of power t h a t it
force tonly international law.
would be foolish for any nation not
These are the basic essentials of
a world government—these are theto join.

&

so he asks simple-humanity
by Emmett McGeever

*

Memorandum: On September 17,1 made a date
with Omicron Pritzle for a dance on November 1st.
*

*

•

*

1

What do I expect from this date? I EXPECT
Omicron to be on time, well dressed, pleasant, reasonably intelligent, and ready to dance. I would
like her to realize that this is costing not only money,
but mental and physical exertion.
But, Omicron Pritzzle is a Rice girl.
What will I get? She will be well dressed, but
it will take waiting for. I will dally while she
primps, and entertain her mother and father with
entirely fictitious sayings by her daughter. I will
be telling them how bright their little comet is to
be passing Biology 100, when the grand entree will
occur. She will slowly descend the curved stairway,
slithering on her elbows, with her pearly teeth
gleaming in a grin which brings back memories of
gaslight. At the foot of the stairway she will
achieve, with a supreme effort, a seductive voice as
she says, "Sorry I kept you waiting."
I know she won't be sorry, and she'll know I
know, and be glad, glad!
When we settle comfortably in the old parts
yard I drive, she will give me a few gems of conversation: "Bobo and Wawaw have TWO dates in
a row: Culbertson's wife had a calf while playing
four clubs; isn't the new Swedish instructor precious; why aren't marshmellows perfect spheres;
and who threw the amoeba in Mr. Murphy's microscope slide?"
She will be sitting close to me, making eyes
and shaking her wig so that perfume fills the air.
During the dance she will'taunt me with unpromised
promises, but afterwards she will place a wall between which would shame most union carpenters.
While dancing she will say hello in a friendly
manner to all her beaux. And they, taking the hint,
will cut in, and save- her from this death worse
than fate. I will be fortunate indeed to have two
whole dances.
If I don't drink more than three cases of beer,
she will go home and tell her family I'm a lush; if
I don't drink, she will think my family are Mohammedans, and I got into Rice under false pretenses.
-If I make advances I'll get bitten in the foot; '
If I don't, she'll think she's slipping, and throw more
semi-atomic fuel on the fire.
Once during the evening she will condescend to
flatter my ego by telling me how smart I was to
do so well in M^ith 100. This Usually precedes a
request for some help with the Calculus, which in
turn probably indicates that she is tired of doing
her own homework.
Through all these gay games, there runs a
paramount thought: "Weren't you lucky, Mac, to
get a date w i t h , m e ? " My answer to this, with
apologies to Beebelbub is "HELL NO!"
'
Perhaps I expect too much when I ask for
simple humanity, but do I deserve simple-mindedness instead?
In an age of technical advancement, when most
men seem to be machine driven, these girls have
become wholly mechanical. The steel is there, welltempered and hard, formed into cogs and wheels
which would faze a Swiss watchmaker. The coin
slot is quite evident but an investment never pays
off in the companionship which is expected. These
are one-way registers.
t h e r e are exceptions, however, nice girls, humans, who never made the EB's and are not sorry.
These are outcasts who wear on their bosoms the
blue and grey "A" which signifies the donkeys they
make out of the "Rice girls."
Note: Apologies to all the girls I know. Each
one is an exception, Honest!
0-,

Houston cultural note:
Houstonians are in f o r a real treat if they happen to be in City Auditorium Friday night at 8:30
p.m. Here's a little known news item that explains
why:
"The Irishman comes back against an Indian
and his squaw!
Danny McSHANE
(King of the roughsters)
vs.
Chief CHEROKEE
(Seconded by his squaw the beautiful Bonita)
Also Outstanding tag team match!
ROCCA and UZMAN vs. SAVOLDJ and LEONE
(A whale of a battle!)
As the New Yorker might say: "Whew!"
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"The Moral Problem in International
D r . Tsanoff Explains Present
Confusion and Offers Solution

al affairs ? Then the brave men who
died for freedom and justice have
died in vain. If there is to be a
real civilization for us all, the nations must renounce the spirit of
Hitler. We must reject and subdue
him in our hearts. Civilization needs
not only a military victory but also
a moaal victory of democracy. The
United States is today the strongest
power on earth. The only way we can
deserve this greatest power is by
being convincingly the most fairminded and tolerant and generous.
Without these qualities of character,
power may prove a curse to a man
and to a people. *<

Dr. Tsanoff

by Radoslav A. Tsanoff
The present international crisis has its economic aspects
and involves most tangled conditions and policies of agricultural
and industrial production and distribution of goods, tariff barriers, barter trading, multilateral commercial agreements. International relations are embroiled by struggles for control
of oil and other essential natural resources, for mastery of ly fundamental. Basically the incrucial naval and land areas and ternational crisis is due to our moral
life lines' T^e, situation is ag- failure as nations. We have ruined
gravated by contending ioeol ourselves in two world wars and
cgies, capitalistic and communistic,
which face each other across diplomatic tables and terminate one conference after another in a stalemate. Racial and religious fanatical hostility plunge millions into
bloody conflicts, in Palestine and
on a vaster scale ominously in India.
Not only our nation but other Western democracies are deeply concerned over the recalcitrant policy
of Soviet Russia. Soviet leaders in
their turn are denouncing American
foreign- policy as war mongering
imperialism. You and I know how
gravely Molotov and Vishinsky misunderstand or misinterpret our American attitude. But who today has
the knowledge and the ability to
stimulate that better misunderstanding, on which future peace seems
to hang on as on a slender thread?

Tensions and Frictions Serve
As Obstacles to World Peace
Every one of these tensions and
frictions is an obstacle to peace,
but there is one problem in our
world crisis which seems to be real-

we face the menace of yet another,
because our modern civilization has
become international in scope, but
we still lack an international morality. We are all headed for irretrievable ruin, unless we extend the moral
recognition of rights and duties and
laws, which we respect as individuals, so that they may govern the
dealings of nations with each other.
The higher, intelligence in our time
realizes this, and the United Nations Organization expresses this
striving of modern humanity to attain a moral civilization. In this
extension of the scope of morality
we shall all need not less patriotism
but more, a more deeply understood
conviction of having a real share
in the common work of humanity,
a sense of our nation's role in achieving a higher civilization. Without
this spirit in the various countries, appeal to prevailing»power. But the
the United Nations Organization possession of power, in -&hich so
will remain an empty shell.
many today put their trust, may
become a great moral peril. How
Possession of Power JSecomes grievously is this illustrated today
Moral jPeril, Russia Proves
by the misguided statesmanship of
Traditionally international rela- the Soviet leaders, who only yestertions have been governed by the day were themselves threatened with

Lyle Says American Secondary Education Is Inadequate
by Werner Grunbaum
"Secondary education in the United States today is inadequate for
the average student who is preparing f o r college," said C. Collis Lyle.
assistant professor of German. Mr.
Lyle is well qualified to comment on
secondary school education as, he has
majored in education a t Cornell and
is a part time instructor of Latin at
St. John's School, Westheimer and
River Oaks.

a student that he should take a vocational course which would prepare
him for a profitable trade, his mother would come to see the principal
the next day and ask him why her
son is not as bright as the Jones'
Tom who has been advised to prepare for college.
Mr. Lyle told of a boy he had
tought in college (not Rice) for
whom he felt sorry because the boy
was unfit for college. A f t e r this boy
had graduated he sold vacuum cleaners which he could have done just
as easily upon graduating from high
school without Wasting four years
of his life.
Secondary schools believe in
little home work and a minimum
amount of work in school, and little emphasis on such courses as
Latin and last year English. M i r
'Lyle said that this attitude might
stem from the protest against the
old British education system which
was brutal to students and overworked them, but that America
had carried its protest too f a r .
The American schools must begin
to take a middle path.

ers' salaries is not the main hindrance which keeps capable people
from teaching. He knew a high
school principal who
preferred
teachers from the State Teachers
College to those from Cornell. High
school principals prefer "people who
know how to teach rather than people who know what they teach."
Today a high school principal is
required to major in education and
for this reason he believes it is
more important to hire people who
know "how to teach." There is a
trend in schools such as the University of Colorado to expand the
scope of their education courses so
that their education majors may
have a broader outlook on life.

The main reason for this decline
in American education seems to lie
in the fact that American h i g h
schools must cater to all—the lazy
and industrious, and the stupid and
intelligent. This concept stems from
the American system of "free opporMr. Lyle thinks that the trend
tunity for all." "I believe that the
in modern education is uncertain, but
word right has been substituted for
he does think that it is changing.
the word opportunity," Mr. Lyle added.
AGENTS WANTED
"The basic principle as taught
in most education courses," said
SELL new automatic products,
Mr. Lyle, "is that the teacher must
thoroughly sales tested, direct
must keep the class going so that
to consumer. Nationally adverthe most retarded pupil may keep
tised. Every owner of a car,
up. The schools are fine for stuhome or boat a prospect. The
dents who are not so bright, but
SWIRL-O-MATIC makes car
Mr. Lyle believes that low teachwhat is to become of intelligent
washing easier than ever bestudents?"
fore; no rubbing, no wiping.
Another defect in our system is
Also washes windows, walls,
that every student is intent in goboats, etc. Write for details.
ing to college, as the cash value of
Melaire Distributing Co., 420
a college education is impressed upLexington Ave., New York 1.
O N YOUR
on him from his earliest youth. If CBS NETWORK
New York.
DIAL
a high school principal were to tell

We Must First Plead for Right
Principles, Right Policies, Here
If the statement of this truth
needs to be made once in America,
it ought to be repeated f i f t y times
in Russia: if only one could have
the freedom to repeat it there! But,
a f t e r all, your first moral task and
mine is tb plead for right principles
and policies in our country. It is
here that we must safeguard and
still f u r t h e r achieve real democratic life and institutions. The true
democratic way of life is better,
j saner, freer and more humane than
any which communist dictatorship
can ever provide. We should be really convinced of this, we should translate our democratic principles into
practice in every field of human acutter extinction by the aggressive tivity, and continue to give to other
power of Hitler! It is not enough nations a liWng and a growing exto be strong. A nation must be ample of what democracy means and
strong and also fairminded in its can achieve for men and women.
s t r e n g t h , ^ s t and generous. The nationalistic worship of power has always been a menace to peace. What
good is it to have defeated Hitler's
armies on the field of battle, if the
spirit of Hitlerism, the lust f o r
4312 CAftftOW WAY 1441,
dominance and aggi-ession, remains
the prevailing motiv ei.n internation-
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Kinsey Report9 Has Become An American Myth99
not be used. Time will not permit
to go into detail into the difficulties of the manner of interviewing
or of the compilation of the statistics. It can reasonably be said, that
The following article was originally written as a letter to the findings are as accurate as it
V. Ledbetter to be used in his talk given a few weeks was humanly possible to obtain.

Houston Psychiatrist Intelligently
Reviews Famous, Seldom Read, Book

Now as* to actual findings, here
ago at a meeting of the Canterbury club. The author is Dr.
I. Don Peters who graduated from Rice in 1934 and is now again I cannot a t t e m p t to digest in
„this lecture the results as they are
a psychiatrist here in Houston.
enumerated in 700 pages of facts,

The task that I have undertaken is not an easy one. This
is not just another book review. No longer can one confine
himself to speak only about the author, his background, the
history of the book and its contents. No, the so-called Kinsey
Report has become in the short time since its publication a
myth, an American legend. In
every popularity poll it ranks animals, and fishes, we know least
with the Brooklyn Dodgers, about the pattern of sexual behavior
Queen for a Day, and Gregory of homo sapiens, the human being.
False pretences, hush-hush and
Peck as a conversational subhypocrisy helped to keep us in a
ject.
constant state of darkness about one
Before ever opening the book, our
minds have been prepared by publicity f r o m ever medium of human
expression. Newsprint and airwares
have been filled filled by book reviews, critics, endorsements, attacks,
digests and condensations—some responsible, others irresponsible.
Numerous books have since been
written, by famous and would-be
philosophers, psychologists, medical
men, clergymen, and moralists, recording their opinions, and, accidentally or willfully, forcing their
opinions to influence public opinion.
And, as Woodrow Wilson so often
said, "Opinion ultimately governs
the world."

of the most important phases of our
life. The goal was a simple one. Dr.
Kinsey and his associates spent ten
years obtaining case histories by interviews, accumulating data relating to the sexual life of the American male. Like any responsible poll,
the interviews were given to a reppersons, of
i resentative number of persons
thousands altogether, including all
parts of the population, both sexes,
all races, single, married, divorced,
all ages from three to ninety, adolescents, all educational, occupational,
and social levels, all backgrounds,
urban, rural, all religious groups,
every ethnological apd geographical
origin, covering all 48 states.
The book is the first of a series of
This Book Is Unique
at least 8, which are to be publish1 am trying to review a book that ed as the studies are continued, durunique. It is a scientific book, full ing the next 25 years. Future titles
of scientific facts and figures, but are: "Sexual Behavior in the Huit is being bought a t ($6.50) by folks' man Female," "Sexual Factors in
who have never- before ventured to Marital Adjustment," "Legal Asany higher literary niveau than pects of Sex Behavior," "Sexual Ad"Forfever Amber" as well as scient- justments in Institutional Populaists who are finding it most invalu- tions," "Prostitution," "Sex Eduable as a textbook for their studies. cation," and others.
Never has a book been discussed by
There is absolutely no regard, as
more people, who never read it or to what is normal or abnormal, what
ever will read it. Many a radio gag- is moral or immoral, what is comsters and stag dinner comedian has mon or rare, well adjusted or malfalsely used the Kinsey report as a adjusted. This Cannot be emphabase for his ancient and off-color sized enough. The book does not 'say,
jokes. The busiress-wise publishers as to what is biologically or medicalhave seen fit to supply the learned ly or psychiatrically or socially right
scientist's book with a gaudy cover, or wrong. The study merely records
and indeed in New York Broadway actual facts, compiles individual
bookstores it is displayed among case histories and then computes
salacious books, although there is statistics, charts, tables and avernothing salaciouis or obscene to be ages. The first few chapters of the
found in this book. To top it all off, book contains this concept in detail.
the Kinsey Distilling Company (no
relation to the author) has reported Kinsey Reports Difficulties
to its stockholders that the volume
The following chapters are probof sales has skyrocketed, largely due ably some of the most thrilling in
to the Kinsey Report publicity.
any scientists report. Dr. Kinsey re-

figures and charts. The book gives
the answers to these questions:
What are the f i r s t sexual experiences in life, conscious to one's
mind? At what age does one a t tain the peak of the so called sexual drive? How does this differ between Negro and White, if a t all?
How about between college g r a d u ates and illiterates? Is there more
practice of nudity among higher or
lower social levels? Now prevalent
are homosexual tendencies? W h a t
are all of the types of sexual experiences?' How prevalent is the socalled petting among adolescents?
How f a r does it go? W h a t is the
average interval between each sexual experience? etc etc.

Facts Prove to Be Surprising
There are many facts, t h a t may
be surprising to some of us, for instance that the majority of the
males, and a large percentage of the
females have premarital intercourse;
that 50 "i of all males have extramarital intercourse; that practically
every male has had some homosexual
experiences of some nature, sometimes even subconsciously.
./

help through the understanding of
the basic principles of marital harmony, to foster a more stable foundation for marriage which is unquestionably the highest institution
of our social life. And by helping
us to become better adjusted il will
help us to become spiritually and
morally better members of society;
thus science and religion may here
work hand in hand.

Each Man Has Ideals
Each man has his ideal of sexual
behavior and applies it to his fellow man; he makes his laws accordingly and sometimes even his religious aspects. This booy may help, to
make some of these laws correspond
with reality. Then perhaps many a
man will go to see his spiritual adviser or his psychiatrist, instead of
to his country's penal institutions.
Perhaps this book will contribute to
a more generous evaluation of our
fellow men in our minds. Sympathy
and understanding will take the
place of hostility and suspicion. The
manner in which sex is actually
practiced and the manner in which
it is instilled in our minds as an
ideal no longer will be as divergent.
There has been some criticism
from, a minority of churchmen, but
this criticism has been- very vociferous. It is concerned with the alleged evil of revelation of sexual
behavior data, and thereby the
elimination of certain concepts,
which hold sexual outlets to be rec-

The book repeats and r e p e a t y t h e
one negative assurance however,
that it does not evolve a suggested
sexual behavior. It does not give a
so called normal behavior. As a
matter of fact, it says t h a t there is
no such thing. A mean average behavior is only mathematically normal, but it is not either socially or
morally or medically or biologically
normal. Let us assume that the average height of the American male is
5 feet 10 inches, but some are 4 feet
8 inches and others are 7 feet 2
inches. That does not mean that
only American males of 5 feet 10
inches height are normal, they just
happen to be average. Since the
book finds that,, the average American married man has at some time
had premarital sexual intercourse,
that does not necessarily mean t h a t
every normal American man should
have the same type of experience.
Within this concept lies some of
the controversy of this book. The
average reader likes to see himself
in a certain light, which may not at
all be the true light. The reader is
shocked to be suddenly confronted
This complex reaction to the Kin- ports his difficulties not only due with reality, and thus his reaction.
The clinical findings of the book
sey Report seems to me to be the to his opposition from some civic
most important aspect to this dis- groups, local gendarmes, and some are invaluable for Dr. Kinsey's felcussion. If a single book is able to chui'ch groups, but he describes the low scientists, being a base f o r fuDcreate such a furor, as the enthusi- difficulty in obtaining the interviews ther studies in the field of medicine,
astic endorsement of most churches, of veracity value. A technique had psychology, and many other endeawith the possible exception of the to be developed, to find a private vors. But the book is also an imCatholic church and a few others, it place for the interviews, to assure portant step toward human progmust have a message to the layman. the individual that there absolutely ress. If there is any evolution in
The clergyman,- the physician, the was no cahnce of any of the infor- the development of the human race
educator, and ever observer of our mation ever to be used in an unau- it has mainly been in two direccontemporary society is vitally inter- thoribed manner. For every individ- tions; namely in the ability of ourested in whatever may. so vividly oc- ual, a card jjvas filled out, in code, selves to live in constantly larger
no name was every mentioned, se- social and political entities, and seccupy the public's mind.
crecy was strictly observed. Intri<&te ondly in the constant search f o r
So what is this book all about?
I am not going to attempt to di- systems were used in checking every t r u t h . Dr. Kisey has put us one step
gest the book's 800 pages for you. individuals data, to obtain reason- closer to the t r u t h about ourselves.
I want you to buy it, if you have able accuracy. The interviewers de- Psychiatrists are g r a t e f u l to him
not already, or have not read it. But veloped a technique of questions and f o r instance, f o r * pointing out the
I am going to try to tell you, as well check and cross-queries t h a t would frequency of early childhood sexual
as I can, the purpose and idea of the determine if the individual was tell- experience (prevalent in almost
ing the full and nothing but the every individual interviewed), the
book.
truth. For instance upon the question source of many a guilt complex in
Dr. Alfred C. Kinsey, a zoologist
of frequency of sexual experience, maladjusted individuals, which is apat the Indiana University, in conor the description thereof, both parently the only adverse result of
junction with numerous associates,
timidity and exaggeration were usu- such experience. The book may
and with the financial support of the
ally encountered at first, until th<? serve as a beacon shining the light
Rockefeller Foundation tor Miu,.
Research, undertook 11 years ago person gained full confidence. Some of truth on that part of our behato make an objective factual study interviews were completely unsatis- vior pattern, called sex. Through a
of sexual behavior in the Human factory; during the f i r s t year 1938, better understanding of ourselves,
Male. Dr. Kinsey realized t h a t al-, 62 interviews out of 62 were thrown we are able to lose many of our
though we know every detail about J out. But in the last year 1947, onlj^ fears of having perverse tendencies,
the pattern of sexual life of insects,' 1 percent of all interviews could or of being impotent etc. It may

ognized for procreation only. This
inquisition like view is of course
bitterly opposed by most churchmen
who quote Jesus " . . . and the truth
shall make you free." As Galileo,
Darwin and Freud have finally been
recognized by most churchmen, so
has Dr. Kinsey been admittedly welcomed for his contributions toward
our struggle for truth. Religion is
the collective expression of a group
of individuals in their search for
ethical and spiritual values in the
face of a supreme being. These individuals therefore will be able to
give more of themselves for religion,
if they are well adjusted and at
peace with themselves. If sex is
God given, as it must be, it must
be not only for the procreation of
human beings. Sex therefore cannot
be the work of Satan but is part of
you and I.

Effect on Youth

•

It is difficult to overestimate the
effect of this book upon the much
needed reform in sex education for
our youth. Let the hush-hush and
false information of devious sources
be replaced by intelligent and progressive methods of education.
There is great hope among sociologists that another consequence of
the book may be a better understanding of our sexual maladjustments, which now to such large an
extent are responsible for the
lengthy dockets in our divorce
courts. Sociologists hope that this
(Continued on Page 5)
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Five

Houston Symphony Designs New Proms for Collegiate
The Houston Symphony Orchestra's new series of five "specially
devised programs, directed at the
college, young adult and "teen-age
public' and to be known as the Promenade Concerts or "Proms," promises to offer Houston a unique series
of orchestral entertainments, patterned after one of the most successful concert operations in the

world, the famous London Proms.
The Houston Proms will have the
same obectives as that of the founder of the London concerts, Robert
Newman, who in 1895 proposed to
the late Sir Henry Wood (at that
time a young and unknown conductor) that they offer a series of concerts which would "break away from
the stiff and stultified type of con-

cert, and open the door as wide as similar series in many other cities Charles L. Bybee is Chairman of the
possible."
of the western world. But possibly Prom Concerts for the Symphony
Newman, for his part, achieved the greatest "good" of the Proms Society.
this in the first place by the simple was the development of an appreciaA guest artist will be presented at
expedient of removing all seats from tion of good music on the part of each Prom concert and the program
the floor; at a stroke the capacity youth, which constituted the maority material will be carefully selected,
of the hall was doubled, and as the of the Prom audiences.
according to Mr. Kurtz. "These must
audience stood or walked about the
be very 'smart' programs," he said,
When the administration of the
appropriate title of Promenade was
"for among our youth we find the
Houston Symphony Society conceivaffixed to the concerts. Sir Henry
most avid record collectoi's who form
ed of the Prom series last spring as
then set about to hold the audiences
a really discriminating public."
a means of popularizing the Orcheswith programs of standard favorGuest artists for the concerts will
tra with the youth of the city, the
ites, contemporary compositions and
include
pianist Seymour Lipkin, winidea was accepted with enthusiasm
the presentation of young artists
To the Editor
and enlarged upon by the new musi- ner of this year's Rachmaninoff
We academs have from one to no labs and seldom more than five who were destined for later fame.
cal director and conductor, Efrem award; violinist Dorotha Powers who
subjects. As a result we are loaded with more free time than the scienceThe success of the London Proms Kurtz. Mr. Kurtz presented a similar has just retured from a highly sucengineering students. Thus the responsibility to participate in the out- through over half a century cannot
series for five seasons in Kansas cessful European tour; Sidney Fosside activities offered by the school and the community, forums, lectures, be measured by totaling the thousCity, during which time he developed ter, who is one of the most imetc., rests mostly with us. In fact these activities might be considered as ands of persons who heard the con- a large audience of younger music portant young American pianists;
serving as the academs' lab.
and Dorothy Dow, soprano, formercerts. A complete appraisal of the lovers.
There is one particular enterprise opportunities of this institution and Proms' value would have to include
The five Prom concerts will be ly of Galveston.
on the campus which exactly' fit§ this city, deserves that ignominious the number of new works introduced
Season tickets for the five prosponsored
and supervised by various
the requirements of such a lab, epithet applied to those interested for the first time in England, includgrams range in price from $3 to $9,
young
people's
organizations
of
the
namely, the Forum programs. They in nothing but their equations and ing such "novelties" as Debussy's
depending upon the location of the
meet regularly, the present a wide formulae, namely, a slide-rule boy. L'apres Midi d'un Faune, Tschai- city. Committees on the campuses
seats. All seats will be reserved.
of
both
Rice
and
the
University
of
variety of subects, and they usually
kowsky's Nutcracker S u i t e , and Houston are soon to be organized,
Academs, Arise!!
Mr. Girard is the faculty counteach us how our academic courses
Stravinsky's Firebird.
Yours,
as well a committee representing sellor, and may be contacted for
operate in the practical world. For
F. FULTON, JR.
The Proms served to encourage the Houston High Schools. Mrs. further information.
instance, last Thursday's program,
Democrats vs. Dixiecrats, literally
bellowed with information on economics, law, h'istory, ethics, and politics. Then too, not only were we informed, but we were entertained!
Once again, we have the time; the
///' ^
engineers don't. Our fields of study
are almost directly related with the
COME, COME
topics the Forum presents, the enACE NEWSHAWK
gineers', not so. It should be OUK
JERRY-1 CAN'T
duty as academs to attend these
USE YOUR
programs in order to learn about
V SESQUEPE D A L I A N
the practical side of government,
SENTENCES.
U
E B
law and economics, and perhaps
IF THAT COUGH
E
A
S
E
S
>
N
T
°
"
p
even to gain further knowledge of
OF YOUR.6 WONT
LET you
the value of history, philosophy, and
ELUCIDATE literature to the outside world.
YOU'RE FIRED.
J O U R N A L E S E
This prompts a suggestion to the
"Broomstick" Committee: Force, as
only you can, the freshmen academs
to attend the Forum programs plus
e s
THANKS LOTS,
MY HOARSENESS IS GONE.MEL
I PEEL LOW AS A
SAY, THAT SOUNDS
the various lectures given by the
SHE'S RIGHT, JERRY.'
JOHNNY, I
NOW THAT I'M SMOKING
HERPETOLOOISTS
LIKE CIGARETTE
faculty and visiting speakers. ExWHY DONT YOU SWITCH
NEARLY LET
MILDER,FRESHER PHILIP
PRIDE'S
HANGOVER!
OKAY, BOY!
TO PHILIP MORRIS?
pose them to a more complete view
CIGARETTE
MORRIS. GIVE
HAUNCHES, V
COVER THE
THEY'RE
THE
ONLY
of a University and its opportuniN
^HANGOVER
ME ANOTHER
THOSE
PRESIDENT'S
ties. Start in them a. habit that will
WRITE
CHANCE. /
;fc
CIGARETTES I
SPEECH
bring much more enlightenment then
3 0 ' FOR
SMOKE LEAVE
TONIGHT
ME
a pious "prayer meeting."
MY THROAT
m
SO DRY AND
Incidentally, any freshmen acaPARCHED,
dem who is suffering from overexI CANT EVEN
posure to sciencitus (a combination
CALL IN
of dead dog fish vapors, H*S fumes,
A STORY.
unworkable cotangents, plus live
f.
wires in the physics lab) should %t
once join the academs only protecSOM£T/MB
ii
tive association, the S.P.C.A.—the!
CATER
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Academs—a non-profit, non-ex'*
istent organization for the violent
SWELL GOING, JERRY! YOUR STORY OF
THE PREXY'S POLEMIC IS SLIGHTLY
overthrow of Math 100, Physics 100,
REVITALIZE V0UR VOCABULARY
TERRIF!
and Chemistry 100.
HIERARCHY - Big Brats of any outfit,
even a campus news-sheet.
Finally, any academ who can but
JOURNALESE — Brilliant slanguage
does not actively support the Forum,
peculiar to news hawks.
the lectures, and the other edifying
.I.fcA
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Kinsey Report

M

YOU OUGHT
TOTDANK.
JOHNNY TOO.
MEL. HE GAVE
METHELEADI
NEEDED TO SCORE
A*SCOOP'
WITH PHILIP
MORRIS

(Continued from Page 4)
book will be another weapon in their
fight to combat society's most dangerous disease, ignorance.
Of course all the book can ever
give by itself, is wisdom and understanding. * But when properly applied, it will give us new strength
in our pursuit of happiness.
We can only be grateful to Dr.
Kinsey, his associates and the Rockefeller Foundation and hope that the
contents of their work will enlighten
us and help spread the truth.
Let me close by quoting the great
John Milton:
"Though all the winds of doctrine were let loose, to play upon
the earth, so truth be in the
field, we do ingloriously, by licensing and prohibiting, to misdoubt her strength. Let her and
falsehood grapple: who ever
knew truth put to the worse in
a free and open encounter? . . .
Truth is as impossible to be
soiled by any outward touch as
is the sunbeam."

V
here's 0 &((? scoop,
You'll enjoy a milder, fresher, cleaner smoke in
P H I L I P MORRIS—the one cigarette recognized by eminent
nose and throat specialists as definitely less irritating than
any other leading brand. That's why, all over America,
smokers report* N O C I G A R E T T E H A N G O V E R when you
smoke P H I L I P MORRIS. Yes, you'll be glad tomorrow, you
smoked P H I L I P M O R R I S today!

IFOR

SESQUIPEDALIAN - A foot-and-a-half
long; pertaining to ten-dollar word*.
ELUCIDATE — To turn up the Maxdat
or make it clearer.
HERPETOLOGIST'S PRIDE'S
HAUNCHES - Snake's hips to you.
CIGARETTE HANGOVER-That smoked-out
taste, that tight, dry feeling in your
throat, due to smoking.
*30'— Journalese for Finis or and.
POLEMIC — A fighting speech.
SCOOP — Newspaper term for out*
witting the competition.
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Excellent Weather Favors Intramural Elevens in Second Week
By Dewey Gonsoulin
Favored by excellent weather 23
touch football teams have gotten
under way and are now busily contesting with one another to see what
team shall be the final champ.
The most comment among those
participating so f a r has been concerning the officiating at the Intramural games. All of the players
have been extremely complimentary.
John Plumbley and his two assis-

tants have received many plaudits play of the day. He shot a f i f t y yard
for their labors.
pass to Billy Fairchild in the Gray
endzone. Fairchild took the pass over
Donkeys vs. Thresher Grays.
his head and at a full run in the
The D o n k e y s annilihated the corner of the endzone.
Billy Fairchild scored f o u r touchGrays from the Thresher by a score
downs.
Jerry Jax caught a pass
of 32 to 0. The issue was never in
doubt, the Grays even acknowledging from Choate in the second half f o r
that the only question would be the the other Donkey TD. Early in the
score.
first half the Donkeys caught a
Bobby Choate's powerful passing gray behind the goal f o r a safety
arm provided the most sensational Super Six Smash Slimey Schmoos

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!
An impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals
•he smoking preference of the men who really know tobacco—auction-

eers, buyers and warehousemen. M o r e of these indepen.dent

experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two
leading brands combined.
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So, for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment, smoke the smoke tobacco experts smoke!

C O P R . , T H E AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO
So round, so firm, so fully pocked —

so free and easy on the draw

For 18-0 Win
Scoring in the first, second, and
fourth periods f o r an 18-0 win, the
Super Six, football champions of
last year, let everyone know that
they were out to repeat as champs.
The Schmoos beaten in every department as the Super Sixes chalked
up four penetrations to only one for
the Schmoos.
Displaying a running attack as
well as a passing attack the Sixes
began their show of power with an
eight yard run by Carroll Baird early in the 1st period. Then Baird
repeated his performance in the
second quarter with a ten yard run
for the second tally.
Leading 12-0 in the second half
the Super Six squad chalked up two
penetrations but couldn't cross the
goal line. However, in, the last period Baird pegged one to Bob Squires
for the final TD.
*
Outstanding f o r the Super Sixes
were Carroll Baird and Bob Squires
while Selby Stahl and Earl Bellamy
sparked the Schmoo team.
Ramblers Rumble Over Pinballics
Anonymous
The Ramblers were hitting the
Pinballics Anonymous a t will Tuesday afternoon as they chalked up a
30-6 score. Never letting up their
attack the Ramblers penetrated the
Pinballics defense in every quarter,
yielding only one touchdown late in
the fourth quarter.
The first touchdown for the Ramblers came in the first quarter on a
pass from Otha Byrd to Augie Erfurth, who led the Ramblers attack.
Then later in the same quarter the
Ramblers scored again when Jim
Gerhardt tossed an aerial to McArthur. It was again in. the first
quarter when E r f u r t h intercepted
a Pinballics aerial and ran for the
third marker.
I t ' w a s in the third quarter that
the fourth tally for the Ramblers
was scored when the tactics were
reverse^ and E r f u r t h this time passed to Byrd. Finally, in the fourth
quarter the Ramblers made it unanimous when Gerhardt scored his tally.
The Pinballics were kept from
being completely blanked out by Jim
Jackson who scored late in the
fourth. Outstanding f o r the Ramblers -were E r f u r t h and Byrd while
Jackson and Wingfield starred for
the Pinballics Anonymous.
NROTC Blanks Blues 38-0
A powerful Navy team completely
trounced a Thresher Blues team in
downing them 38-0. The NROTC
opened up early in the f i r s t quarter and scored on a pass from
Wagner to Guin. Then in the second quarter the Blues were taken
for a ride as the NROTC quickly
picked up three more tallies. The
first came on a 30 yard pass from
Wagner to Cash. Clicking again
this same combination accounted
f o r the next two touchdowns, one
a eight-yard pass into the end zone
and the other a ten yard pass.
Trailing 24-0 the Blues tried repeatedly to make a comeback but
the Navy defense was' just a little
too much. Bad centering was costly for the Blues while a beautiful
30 yard run by Pete Williams was
nullified by a penalty of illegal
blocking. A safety on a bad center
for the Blues, a touchdown pass
from* Wagner to Wilson, and an
interception by Bumpass accounted
for the remaining Navy points.
Neither side scored any penetrations.
Schmoos Beat Dubbs on Penetrations
In a bitterly fought contest Wednesday afternoon the Dubbs squeezed
out a win over the Schmoos. It was
one of the lightest games played
this year, said Ernest Carlson, referee. No touchdowns were made so
it was left to the penetrations^ to
decide the game.
The game see-sawed back and

f p r t h in each end of the field with
neither squad being able to hit pay
dirt. In the f i r s t quarter both team*
scored a penteration. In the second
period the Dubbs chalked up another
penetration. Trailing in penetration
1-2 the Schmoos came back in the
third quarter and evened up the
penetrations. However,, the Dubbs
also tallied a penetration in that
quarter and f o r the rest of t h e
game neither side could penetrate
the other's defense. The final score
was 0-0 but the Dubbs won on penetrations 3-2.
Zoomers Rack Rockets for 24-0 Win
The Navy Zoomers broke into the
win column Wednesday afternoon a s
they downed the Reckless Rockets
24-0. I t was the ..second time this
week that a Navy team gained a
victory by a large score. This same
team which was defeated by the
D r a f t Dodgers last week looked like
a different team.
In the first two periods of the
game neither side scored, although
the Zoomers did make a penetration
in the initial quarter. However, t h e ,
Zoomers, who are slow to start,
began rolling in the second half. In
the third q u a r t e r two touchdowns
were scored—one was a pass f r o m
"Miami" Haest to Jack Fariss while
the other was a run by Papuga. In
the final period the Zoomers kept
going as they racked up two more
markers. Again Haest flipped t o
Fairss for a td. while the next time
Pete Johnston pegged one to Papuga
for the final tally. Johnny P a p u g a
sparked the Zoomers and looks like
a cinch for the all-star team.
Schmucks Smear Unknows 18-0
A powerful Schmuck team boasting s i ^ passers completely over
powered an Unknown team Monday
in the second free-scoring "game of
the afternoon. Never was there much
doubt as to the winner.
In the first quarter the Schmucks
made a, penetration but ust couldn't
quite get to paydirt. • However, in
the second Jack Turpin began finding his mark and flipped two short
touchdown aerials, one to Nagle
while the other was to George Wray,
both good f o r about five yards and
a td.
Came the third quarter and the
Unknown team's turn who chalked
up a penetration but couldn't find
the Schmucks goal. Then in the final
period Turpin intercepted an Unknown pass and gallped thirty yards
for the last tally.
Final score: Schmucks 1 8 — U n knowns 0.
Leading Passers
Name
Team
TD Passes
1. Wagner, R. NROTC
5
2. Choate
Donkeys
4
3. Runnels Gray Foxes
3
4. Love
Derelicts
3
Outstanding Liftemen of the Week
1. Merritt Singer from the Derelicts who played outstanding ball
against the Chemistry Building
Staff when the Derelicts won 24-0.
2. Bob Willard of the Dubbs who
turned in an impressive performance
when his team squeezed by the Reckless Rockets 6-0.
3. Bob Squires of the Super Six
for his stellar play against t h e
Schmoos in the Super Six victory.
Slimes, Foxes, Donkeys Win in
Slippery Slimes Whip Grays
The Slippery Slimes continued on
their victory march as they soundly
whipped the luckless Thresher Grays
30-0 Friday afternoon. Led lay Johnny Churchwell and Davis the Slippery Slimes countered early in the
first quarter on an aerial f r o m
Churchwell to Davis. Again in the
second period this combination
clicked to chalk up another tally
for the Slimes. A f t e r this it was
no longer a - m a t t e r of who would
win but just how much the score
would be. Churchwell, who sparked
the Slimes, scored again f o r the

(Continued on Page 8)
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Fire-eating

Texas, TCU, Baylor, SMU
Have Holiday in Openers
by Howard Martin
Last Saturday the Southwest Conference race swung into high gear,
with Texas beating Arkansas, 14-, T. C. U. coming back late to win from
Texas A & M, 27-14, Baylor defeating Texas Tech, 13-0, and S. M. U.
winning from the Owls, 33-7.
'Conference Standings
n
w 1 pf pa pet. late.
Mustangs
1 0 33 7 1.000
Texas ran and passed at will to
Bears
1 0 23 1 1.000 the Arkansas 20, but from there
Longhorns
1 0 14 6 1.000 could only push across two scores.
Progs
1 1 41 41 .500 On separate drives that didn't score
Hogs
1 2 40 51 .333 the longhorns had firsts on the Ark1
Aggies
0 1 14 27 .000 ansas 33, 13, 16 (all- in the first
OWLS
0 1 7 33 .000 half), 37, 40, and 33. The RazorThe Bice game was the disappoint- backs were helped in their defense
ing feature of the day. Two plays by about 100 yards in penalties.
by George Glauser, Owl fullback, Scott's quick-kicking for the Hogs
kind of exemplified the game as a was poor except for one 67 yard
whole. Trailing, 27-7, his fumble beauty. Left-footed Harold Cox
cost Bice a prospective drive on the handled the punting chores in fine
Pony 28; the next play he ran hard fashion for the Hogs, but his only
and stopped a Mutsang end sweep bad kick set up Texas' second tally.
for a short gain—but it was too That 12 yarder was Cox's only boot
under 40 yards.
Arkansas this year seems to be
S A V E MONEY
repeating last year's record. Except
for Scott's touchdown run, they
CHESTEBFIELD—CAMELS
showed little in an offensive way,
LUCKY STBIKE—PHILLIP
and .their tight defense seemed to
wait for breaks that never came.
MOBBIS—OLD GOLD—PALL
MALL -BALEIGH -TABEYTON Texas should be rough on the Owls
next week, even with only a crushing attack and no Bobby Lane.
Premium brands slightly higher.
The T. C. U. Horned Frogs Homer
Add 10c per carton f o r shipping Ludiker broke his string of eight
& handling Zone No. 7
conversions in a row, and caused
Minimum Order
Five Cartons Frog supporters some anxious moEnclose your card for g i f t wrap- ments in the Aggie fray. The Ca)ing.
Guaranteed Delivery. dets held a 14-13 lead going into
Operating under Delaware State the fourth quarter, but Lindy Berry,
License No. 3998—Send CHCK or who's going to be tough to keep
off the All-Conference eleven, sparkMONEY OBDEB only.
ed a Frog drive that put the Frogs
Dept. 579
in the lead, and an intercepted pass'
cinched it. T. C. U. continues to
make breaks which lead to victory.
Bobby Goff led the Corps powerful
POST OFFICE BOX 1006
ground attack.
WILMINGTON, DELAWABE
Baylor's undefeated Bears' re-
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With a grim determination to remain in the ranks of the undefeated,
Bice's plugging Bluebolts lassoed the
much-publicized S. M. U. Colts last
Friday night and branded a 13-7
defeat across their hides.
From start to finish the tilt was
an all-out thriller. It presented a
varied assortment of pigskin entertainment. Bugged line-play on the
part of Frank Timmons, Charles
Bittner, Billy Valentine and others
was prevalent for the Owlets; Pat
Knight and Henry Stollenwerck, a
great frosh backfield duo, sparked
the high-stepping Colts.
Held first down-less throughout
the initial period, the Blue bolts' offensive machine began to churn in
the second quarter. Sixty-one yards

Frosh Blister Colts
to paydirt, via the ground route
mostly, the Blue and Gray traveled.
Gene Silver, Ted Biggs, and Bill
Burkhalter were the chief cogs of
the assault.
Driving over from the Colts' two,
Burkhalter racked up the six-pointer.
Jake King, ex-Lamar star, then sent
the oval through the uprights, and
it was 7-0. Shortly after, the Owlets
recovered a Colt fumble in the Methodist terrain; however, the staunch
Pony forwards held firmly on their
own three.
For a while in tlve last half, the
S. M. U. frosh gave good reason for
receiving so much publicity. Unerring passes from Benton Musselwhite
to Ben White, blended with fierce
line-thrusts on the part of Knight
and Stollenwerck sent the Colts

reeling for some 52 yards. Knight
made the sccfre and booted the point
as well.
»
Midway through the fourth period, perhaps the biggest break of
the contest fell into the hands of the
Houston lads. The hustling Owlets
pounced on a punt fumbled by Stollenwerck on his own 30.
Alternating the leather-lugging
chores, Biggs and King brought the
ball down to the ten. Then Les
Johnson, a Florida aerial artist, flipped a neat toss to glue-fingered Bed
Howton, who rambled over for the
marker.
Try for point failed, but it didn't
matter, for the final margin of victory now rested in the hands of the
Bluebolts.

of themselves against a great back- things, making several fine tackles.
Froggy Williams at end played good
defensive ball as did Ralph Murphy
at tackle. Bill Wyman and Red Parker a t the other tackle position
played very steady ball, and two
boys whom are seldom heard of but
quite obvious to anyone who saw are always in there are guards Tom
Walker run a f t e r his first pass re- Parsons and Carl Schwarz.
ception.
Joe Watson at center turned in a
Kyle Rote was the leading ground creditable job; however, he has not
gainer, while Dick McKissick, be- played as well as he is capable.
sides Mocking superbly, added the Could be wrong, but it looked like
necessary punch through the middle. the elongated boy from Cuero, GerGil Johnson's seven out of ten pass ald Weatherly, who uncoiled on Walcompletions for 130 yaz-ds made a ker for one of the hardest tackles
good Pony ball club a great ball seen all night.
club.
As pointed out before, the differ- '
The Kice line gave a creditable ence was in the fine Pony backaccount of themselves. The yardage field; but Rice had an outstanding
yielded by the opposing walls show- offensive star in Bobby Lantrip, the
ed only about nine yards difference. Lake Charles line-buster. Every
However, the Mustangs had John- time a few yards were needed, his
son's right arm to keep the Owls number was called. After scoring the
loosened up, while the Rice aerial lone Owl touchdown, he retired with
game was practically nil, permit- an injury. Bobby runs runs with a
ting the Pony line to tighten up.
terrific power, his knees churning
Leading the Owllinemen was like pistons, which makes him an
Speedy Roberts, who played his usu- uninviting target. He'll be ready f o r
al game, always in the thick of Texas.

field. Doak Walker is not good. He
Walker's Crew
is great. As exhibited Saturday
there is not much he can not
Highly Rated After night,
do and do well. As Dr. Fulton would
say, "Walker uses quite a bit of
33-7 Owl Defeat psychology
in his running." This is
by T. Peachey
The question that has been on
everyone's mind and lips, "How will
the Owls f a r e in the Southwest Conference standing this year," got a
pretty good answer last Saturday
night when the S. M. U. Mustangs
showed why they are considered one
of the best teams in the nation.
The Owls should receive no discredit, as they gave a good account
mained so with a 13-0 mud victory
over Texas Tech. George Sims of the
Bear squad continues to stamp himself as one of the better breakaway
runners around. The Red Raiders,
although outplayed completely, still
have an experienced aggregation
paced by Thompson and Hawkins.
But SMU is going to be hard to
beat by anybody.
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JO** smoking Csmels!

30-Day Test

Y

ES, here is a cigarette so mild that, in a total of 2470 exacting throat
examinations of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels
exclusively for 30 consecutive days, throat specialists found not one
single case of throat irritation due to smoking Camels.

Why a r e Camels s o mild? Choice tobaccos—infinite care in their
ageing—plus matchless blending to bring you a full, rich flavor and a
cool mildness that says "Camels," and only Camels!

But prove It yourself in YOUR "T-Zone"-T for Taste and T for
Throat. Make the Camel 30-Day Test with our money-back guarantee!

is-:

Tfaetf-fa/se/p//fatei6e
C#me/30-Ztey 75sf-/fl t/7-2ne'
i j i t e n e y = £ B a c / c ^ u a l a t l l e e : Make the 30-day Camel test yourself.
&
If, at any time during these 30 days,
you are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you have ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund your full purchase
price, plus postage. This offer is good for 90 days from this date.
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
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Singer, Willard, Squires Nominated As Outstanding Linemen of Week
(Continued from Page 6)
Slimes just before the half on a 10
yard run.
Trailing 0-18 the Grays came back
to make a penetration but couldn't
hit paydirt. Instead, the Slimes took
over and Jack Durkee scored on a
pass from Churchwell. The final
marker was chalked up late in the
last period when Meyers took a toss
from Churchwell and galloped across
for the tally. Next week the Slippery Slimes, who have a perfect
record, and the Donkeys, who also
boast 1.000, will play to determine
the Western conference champion.
This should be a thriller between two
great evenly matched teams and no
one can afford to miss it.
The Thresher Grays, who up to
last week-end had a record of 92

points against and 0 points for, came
thru with a touchdown Saturday
but still were defeated by their arch
rivals, the Thresher Blues. However,
this time it wasn't so bad for they
only lost 6-18.
The Blues reminded everyone of
the Rice varsity team against U.S.C.
as time and again they came within
20 yard of paydirt but couldn't push
across. However, not all scoring attemps were failures as Pete Williams
on a 16 yard run with beautiful
blocking raced for the first td. in
the initial period.
In the second half the Blues started clicking on passes and soon were
on the Grays' 40 yard line. From
here Gonsoulin threw a 16 yd. aerial
to Emmett McGeever who snatched
it beautifully out of the air before

racing for the td. Then in the fourth
quarter the Blues scored again on a
flip from Gonsoulin to Wolf.
It was in the final minutes of play
that the Grays scored. Working
from their own 49 yard liae the
Grays attempted to make a penetration. The Blue defense was tightened in and at the right moment
Dave Braden heaved a long one to
Alfred Chethem-Strode who was behind the Blues' safety and sped 40
yards for the Gray's only tally.
The Donkeys, softball intramurals
champs of 1948, added one more victim to their list as Captain Bill Faiijchild led them to an 18-0 win over
a fighting Barnacles team.
In the initial period the Donkeys
scored a penetration but 'couldn't
follow through. Then in the second

quarter Choate pegged one to Fairchild for the first tally.
Trailing by only six points at the
beginning of the second half the
Barnacles attempted to even things
up when they penetrated the Donkeys' fifty. However, t h e y didn't
have that added punch so the ball
went oyer on downs.. Starting from
their own side of the field the Donkey team began a drive which ended
with Fairchild racing over for the
touchdown.
The final tally was counted in the
last quarter when Choate tossed one
to Carmichael. The Donkeys had secured their lead and the Barnacles
ust couldn't overcome it as time ran
out.,

A favored Gray Fox team whipped
a fast Derelict team 80-0 Thursday
afternoon and seemed headed for the
conference title. A win next week
will cinch the title while a defeat
will put them in a tie for the title.
The Derelicts, who last week racked up a 24-0 victory, couldn't get
started as the Gray Foxes lived up
to expectations. Banging away early in the game the Foxes, an allbasketball team, chalked up two
touchdowns in the initial period. The
first was on a pass from Runnells
to McDermott while the second came
via an aerial from Runnells to Cook.
Again in the second p'eriod the Foxes
scored when Cook took a lateral and
raced for 40 yards and the TD.

I smoked CHESTERFIELDS
between scenes while
making my new picture,
JOHNNY BELINDA,
they're MILDER...
It's MY cigarette"
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